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ZETA FUNCTIONS AND GENUS OF QUADRATIC FORMS

by Pilar Bayer and Enric Nart *)

Let / be a positive definite Z-integral quadratic form in k variables and

let r{n, f) be the number of integral representations of an integer n by /.
A classical analytical invariant associated to / is Epstein's zeta function

00

Ç(s,/) — Yj r(n> f)n~s> f°r a complex s with Res > k/2. In the indefinite
« i

case, the number of integral representations of an integer by a form can
be infinite. Nevertheless, to any Z-integral quadratic form / and integer n,

Siegel attached representation masses r(n, /) and studied the corresponding
complex zeta function Ç(s, /).

It is a natural question to ask to what extent Ç(s, /) contains information
about the arithmetic properties of /. It should be noted that it doesn't
determine the equivalence class of /, since examples of inequivalent forms

over Z with the same representation numbers were already pointed out
by Witt, Kneser and Kitaoka [19, 7, 5]. However, it was conjectured by
Kitaoka in [5] that for / even and positive definite, Ç(s, /) determines the

genus of /. We show in Theorem 5.2 that if two non-singular, Z-integral
quadratic forms, with the same signature and the same 2-type, have the same

representation masses, then they must belong to the same genus. From the
analytical point of view, this is equivalent to the statement that two forms,
as above, with the same complex zeta function must be "isogenous".

The proof of this theorem relies on a previous study of representation
masses of integral quadratic forms, in the local case.

Given a locally compact ring A and a non singular A-integral quadratic
form f in k variables, there are several ways to attach to / representation
masses. Most of them can be unified by the following definition :

(0.1) r^(n0,f,A)= lim
\J

(J\>(x)dx /
f~Hu)

dn

*) The authors have been partially supported by grant PB 850075 from CAICYT,
Spain.
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for n0 g A. Here dn denotes a Haar measure on (A, + dx the Haar measure

naturally induced on Ak by dn, and 4> is a function in L1(Afe). Let A be the

Pontrjagin dual of A.

In all cases we shall deal with, r^ will be integrable over A. This makes

possible the definition of local theta functions simply by taking Fourier
transforms :

(0.2) ô^m, /, A) : r^(n, /, A) < n, m > dn

Since

(0.3) r^{n, /, A) <n,m>dn c|)(x) < /(x), m>dx
Ak

these theta functions are nothing else but the Gauss-Weil transform of 4>

by /•
If A Z/p'Z, the representation masses (0.1) are the congruential

representation numbers of the quadratic form and the Gauss-Weil
transform (0.3) yields the ordinary Gauss sums attached to /. They were
studied by Minkowski in his important paper [8] ; his results are reproduced
in § 1.

In general, it is clear from the definition that the representation masses

r(j)( /, A) are invariant of the A-equivalence class of /. It is a crucial fact

that in favorable cases they are, in fact, a complete system of invariants
of such a class. This is worked out in Sections 2, 3 and 4 for A Zp,
Qp and A; the core of the proof is always the same: A-equivalence is

determined by the theta function 0^( /, A), for a suitable (j). The
corresponding global statement is then obtained in Section 5 by means of
Siegel's formula and the local result for Zp. We prove first in Theorem 5.1

that two forms with the same average-in-the-genus theta series must belong
to the same genus, if they have the same signature and the same 2-type.
This result was anticipated by Siegel [13, page 374] for definite forms in
five or more variables. Our proof, essentially of a local nature, deals

simultaneously with the definite case (and 3) and the indefinite case

(and k^4). From Theorem 5.1 we deduce Theorem 5.2 showing that two
forms, as above, with the same representation masses must have also the

same average-in-the-genus masses.
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§ 1. Gauss sums and equivalence of quadratic forms

We summarize in this section some classical criteria, essentially due to

Minskowski (cf. [8]), for Zp-equivalence of quadratic forms in terms of
Gauss sums.

In general, if / and g are two integral quadratic forms in k variables

over a ring A, and A and B are the symmetric matrices with entries in A
such that f(x) xTAx, g(x) xTBx, we will say that / and g are

A-equivalent, (resp. of the same A-type) if there exist P, Qe GL(k, A) such

that B PTAP (resp. B QAP). In the first case we shall write

"/ - g, over A".
Let p be a prime, ^ 1 an integer and let A — Z/ptZ with discrete

topology. Let dn be the Haar measure of A normalized by dn(A) p1

and take $ 1. The representation mass (0.1) of ne A by a quadratic
form / over A is the ordinary number of representations

r(n, /, pf) :

Its Fourier transform is given by

pl
0(m, /, pf) : Yj r(n> /> Pl) exP (2ninmp~t).

It clearly coincides with the Gauss-Weil transform (0.3), which in this case
is the ordinary Gauss sum :

/, p*) J] exp (2nimf(x)p~t).
xeAk

By the Fourier inversion formula we have, moreover,

(1-1) r(n»/> — P
1 Y ö(w, f,'pt) exp — liiimnp f).

m 1

As is well known, any integral p-adic form is Z^-equivalent to an
orthogonal sum of 1-dimensional forms if p > 2, and 1-dimensional and
2-dimensional forms if p 2. Since, on the other hand, given two integral
p-adic forms / and g we have for every t ^ 1

0( tf±g9pt) 0( ,/,p')0( ,p,p0,
the 0 values of / can be deduced from the next proposition.
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Proposition 1.1. i) Let u, v e Zp, p f uv and s, t e Z, s ^ 0, t ^ 1.

Then

if t ^ 5

p(t + s)/2 / j E(t + s)2 ij- t > S^p > 2

0 if t s + 1, p 2

2 +s +1
2P+Ä+D/2 /— j exp (27uut;/8) if f > s + 1, p 2.

0(u,psp*2,p<)

\UVj
where ep 1 or i, according to p 1 or 3 (mod 4).

ii) Let L(X, 7) + 2wXY + z 72, 2 ^ (p, w, z) be o 2-adic non-

diagonalizable integral quadratic form. Then if t^l and ue Z2 is odd

if t ^ s

0(w, 2sF, 2l)
/9V + S+ 1

2'+s+1 [-] if t > s,\d I

where d vz — w2.

Proo/. From the definition of 0 it is clear that

if t < s,
e(u,psp/>//) 0(pswp5/5p')

ps*0(up,/,p'~s) if t>s,
for any integral p-adic form / and w, p, s, t as in i). Hence the assertion of i)
follows from the well-known values of the Gauss sums 0( X2, pf) (cf. [3],
Ch. 7, Thms. 5.6 and 5.7).

Let F(X, 7) be as in ii). Being primitive, F is diagonalizable if and only
if it represents some odd integer, and this is equivalent to v or z being
odd. Suppose that t > s and v and z even. One computes easily by hand that

0(u, F,2)4 Q(u, 4) 8

If t ^ 3, we get ii) from the equality

0(u, F, 2')40(M,
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Theorem 1.2. Let /, g be two non-singular integral p-adic quadratic

forms in k variables. If p 2, assume that they are of the same type.

The following conditions are equivalent:

i) / ~ gr over Zp9

ii) r( /, p') r( 0, p') /or all t & 1

iii) 0( /, p') - 0( 0, p') >r aZZ t > 1

Two Zp-equivalent forms are, in particular, Z/pfZ-equivalent for all

t ^ 1, hence they have the same representation numbers r(n9f9pt) for all

t ^ 1, neZp. Since r( ,/, pr) and 0( ,/, pr) are Fourier transforms over

Z/pfZ one of each other, ii) and iii) are clearly equivalent. Therefore, the

proof of Theorem 1.2 is reduced to showing that Gauss sums determine

Zp-equivalence. This is easy if p > 2 :

Proof of Theorem 1.2 for p > 2. We proceed by induction on k.

Let f(X) ~ psvX2, g(X) ps'v'X2, pfvv'. By Proposition 1.1, the equality
0(1, f,pt) 0(1, 0, p*) for t s + 1, s + 2 implies that s s' and

- I — thus f ~ g over Z„. Let / psfQ, g ps g0 be two forms
pj \pj

in k variables with f0, g0 primitive. If they have the same Gauss sums,
then s s', otherwise, if s < s' by Proposition 1.1 we would have

I 0(1,/,/) < 0(1,0,/) - /*,
a contradiction. Since f0 and gQ will have the same Gauss sums, we can
suppose that / and g are both primitive. Let u be a p-adic unit represented
by / and g. It is well known that, over Zp, we have splittings

f ~ <u> ± fl9 g ~ <u> L <gx>
Since 0( ,uX2,pl) never vanishes and Z^-equivalent forms have the same
Gauss sums, we will have

•

Of f rf\ ^M)_9(
_

Q{,ux2,p') e

for all t. By the induction hypothesis this implies fx ~ gls hence / ~ g
over Zp.

The proof of Theorem 1.2 for p 2 is much more delicate, due to the
fact that Gauss sums can vanish in this case. We need a few properties of
2-adic forms which we sum up in Lemma 1.3 below.
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We recall that a primitive 2-adic integral quadratic form is called
properly primitive if it represents some odd integer, otherwise it is called
improperly primitive. Clearly a 2-dimensional primitive form is properly
primitive if and only if it is diagonalizable over Z2.

Lemma 1.3. (cf. [1, Ch. 8]). Let
° Y M. Then
1 0/ V1 2,

i) Every improperly primitive form over Z2 is Z2-equivalent to one of
the following two :

H L 1 H 1 H or H 1... 1 H i H'.

ii) For any 2-adic unit u we have splittings over Z2 ;

<u> _L H ~ <u, 1, — 1 >

<u> _L H' ~ <u — 2, u + 2, (2m + 3) (u + 2)~1 >
<2u> 1 H ~ <2w + 8> IF.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 for p 2. By induction on k. Let f(X) 2svX2,

g(X) 2s'v'X2, 2fvv'. By Proposition 1.1, 0(1, /, T) 0(1, g, T) for
1 5 + 2, 5 + 3 implies that s s' and v v' (mod 8), hence f ~ g

over Z2. Let / and g be two forms in k variables, k ^ 2, of the same

type. We consider the splittings over Z2 :

/~2Sl/i±...-L2Vr,
0 - 2S10! 1 1 2Sr0r 0 ^ 5X < 52 < < 5r

fi, gi with unit determinant and the same number of variables, kt, for all i.

Without restriction we can suppose that / and g are primitive, that is

sx 0. If / and g have the same Gauss sums, then for each z, f and gt

are both properly or improperly primitive since, by Proposition 1.1, this
is equivalent to the vanishing or not of 0(1, /, 2Si + 1). The proof proceeds in
a different way according to whether f1,g1 are properly or improperly
primitive.

Suppose that fx and g1 are improperly primitive. If kx > 2, by i) of
Lemma 1.3 we have, over Z2,

/ - H If, g - H IG,
and, since 0( H, 2!) never vanishes, we have

9( ,F, 2') - ^(( '-1X2 8( 2'),
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for all t. By the induction hypothesis F ~ G, hence f ~ g over Z2.

If k1 2 and fx ~ g1 over Z2, we can proceed as above. Suppose that

k% 2 and

If s2 > 1 (or k k1 2) or f2, g2 are improperly primitive we have

a contradiction. Hence s2 1 and f2, g2 are diagonalizable. By ii) of
Lemma 1.3, g ~ H _L 2S2g 2

_L over Z2, and we can proceed as above.

Suppose now that fx and g± are properly primitive. Let u be a 2-adic

unit represented by / and g. We have splittings over Z2 :

Since ô( uX2, X) ^ 0 for t # 1, we get 0( F, X) 0( G, 2') for all
£ / 1. We have only to prove that 0( F, 2) 0( G, 2) and the claim will
follow from the induction hypothesis. If k1 1 or F and G are both
properly or improperly primitive we are done. Assume that F is properly
and G improperly primitive. This is possible indeed (see ii) of Lemma 1.3).

By ii) of Lemma 1.3 we can always find a Z2-splitting g ~ <u> IG',
with G' properly primitive except for the case that over Z2

g ~ <u> 1 if JL 2S2g2 1

with k1 3 and s2 > 1 (or k 3) or g2 improperly primitive. Let us assume
in this case that over Z2

/ ~ <u,v,w> 1 2S2f2 1

From 0(1, /, 4) 0(1, g, 4) we get

or, equivalently, vw 3 (mod 8). This implies that either v or w are congruent
(mod 8) to any of u — 2, u + 2 ; hence, changing u by v or w we get a
splitting (1.2) with F and G both properly primitive.

Remark. For p 2 and k ^ 4 we could remove in the theorem the
condition of / and g being of the same type. For k ^ 5 this is not

/ - H12S2/21... 12Vr,
0 ~ H' 1 2S202 1 1 2s'gr.

0(1,/, 4) - 23 + 2(*-2) - 0(1,0,4),

(1.2) f ~ <u> F F, g ~ <u> -L G
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possible anymore, as the following example shows: By Proposition 1.1

the diagonal forms / < 1, 2, 2, 2, 4>} g =* < 1, 1, 2, 4, 4 > have the same
Gauss sums 0( /, 2f) ô( g, 2') for all t ^ 1, however they are obviously
not Z2-equivalent.

The theory of Minkowski reproduced in this section was extended by
O'Meara to integral quadratic forms over local fields.

§ 2. Local representation masses and Zp-equivalence
OF FORMS

We identify Qp with its topological dual by defining <n,m> %p(nm),

where %p is Tate's character:

Xp(a) exp (2ra £
s< 0

if a Yj asPs• Let dn be the Haar measure of Qp normalized by dn(Zp) 1.

S-^So

As is well-known, dn is selfdual. Let dx be the Haar measure of Qp

naturally induced by dn.

Let / be a non-singular integral p-adic quadratic form in k > 1 variables.

We shall deal in this section with the representation mass function given

by (0.1) for cj) l(zP)k- That is, we define for all n0e Qp :

r(n0,f, Zp)= lim (dx{f-\U)nZkp)/dnU),
U^{n0}

whenever this limit exists. Clearly r has support contained in Zp. We can
also consider the Gauss-Weil transform of l(Zp)k by / given by

0(m, f,Q= < f(x), m> dx

The relationship between these representation masses and the ones introduced
in the preceeding section is given in the following

Lemma 2.1. i) Let neZp,n # 0, and t > vp(4n). Then

r(n,f,Zp) lim p(1 r(n,f,ps) p(1 "*>'
S^> CO

ii) Let m e Zp and u e Zp, t > 1 be chosen arbitrarily satisfying

m up~x. Then

9(m, /, QP) p"fct0(M, /,?')•
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Proof, i) Let U, n + p'Zp.Wehave dn(Ut) 'and

dx{f~x(Ut)n Zkp)Y dxif-'iU^n
ae(Z/ptZ)k

since f~1{Ut)c\(a + ptZkp) is equal to a + p'Z* or vacuous, according to

f(a) n (mod pv) or not. This proves the first equality in i).

We want now to show that p{1~k)s rpS(ri) p(1-fc)(s_1) rpS-i(n), for all

s > t. We know that

r(n, /, ps) p~s Y f, ps) zxp (-2niunp-s).
u= 1

Let us denote by A and B the sum of the terms satisfying p \ u and

p u, respectively. Clearly A — pk~x r(n, /, ps_1); hence, we are reduced to

proving B 0. Taking into account the explicit computations of Gauss sums

(Proposition 1.1), we can express the sum B as

B
ueÇZ/psZ)*

C Y, (-) exp( — 2niunp s) if p > 2

^ /2\b (2niu\
D Y _ exP / exP (—2niun2 s) if p 2

where C, D, a, b, c depend on / and s, but are independent of u. Now,

exp — 2ninp~s) is a primitive pl-th root of 1 with I > 1 if p > 2, and
I > 3 if p 2. One can check that, for any function (p defined on
(Z/pmZ)*, m ^ 1 and E, any primitive pz-th root of 1, I > m, one has

X cp(")Çu 0
ue(Z/plZ)*.

In particular, B must be zero.

In order to prove ii) we need only to observe that

0(wi, f,Q„)

Y. exp (2nif(a)up '

ae(Z/ptZ)k

^
exp (27iif(x)up *)dx

•p

dx p~ktd(u, /, //) n
a + ptZkp

Remark. After Siegel [13], it was very well known that for n ¥= 0
the values p{1~k)t r(n, f, p*) become constant for t > 2vp(4n). Lemma 2.1

shows that the minimum value of t with this property can be taken equal
to half of the one found by Siegel.
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By Lemma 2.1, r( /, Zp) is locally constant, hence continuous on Q*,
and r(n,f,Zp) 0 if and only if n is not represented by / in Zp.
The fundamental fact is that r is integrable on Zp and 9 is its Fourier
transform. This is well-known [4]. For the sake of completeness we give a

short proof of this result using only the background introduced up to now.

Proposition 2.2. r e L\Zp) and

0(wi, /> Q„) r(n, /, Zp) <n,m> dn

ProofWe assume p > 2. For p 2 the proof works in the same way
with minor modifications left to the reader. Let m up~\ ueZp, s ^ 0.

For all t > s, Zp\plZp is compact, hence r(n), being continuous, is integrable
and we have by Lemma 2.1 :

r(n, /, Zp) <n,m>dn= ^
Zp\ptZp aeZlplZ

af 0

r(n, /, Zp) <n,m> dn
p

a + plZp

X P
kt r(a,f,p')exp(2niaups)p k'(Q(p' su, f, p')-r(0, f, p'j)

aeZ/ptZ
afO

Q(m,f,Qp) - p~k'r(0, f,
Both assertions of the proposition are consequences of Lebesgue's dominated

convergence theorem if p~ktr(0, /, p*) tends to zero as t tends to infinity.
This is checked immediately for k 1. For k > 1 it can be easily deduced

from (1.1) and the explicit computation of Gauss sums in the preceding
section.

We are ready to prove a crucial fact for the rest of the paper:

Theorem 2.3. Let /, g be two non-singular integral p-adic quadratic

forms in k variables. If p 2, assume that they are of the same type.
The following conditions are equivalent :

i) f ~ g over Zp,

ii) r( f, Zp) r( g, Zp),

iii) 0( ,/, Qp) 9( Qp).

Proof. If f ~ g over Zp, then f ~ g over Z/p'Z and r( ,f,p')
r( g,pl) for all t ^ 1. By Lemma 2.1 this implies ii). By Proposition 2.2,

ii) implies iii). Again by Lemma 2.1, iii) implies that 0( /, pf) 0( g, pl)
for all t > 1, therefore condition i) follows now from Theorem 1.2.
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Let K be a local field and / a non-singular quadratic form in
k variables defined over K. If 4> is a Schwartz-Bruhat function on Kk,

the representation mass function r^( /, X) defined as in (0.1) coincides with
another classical representation mass function introduced by Weil. This is

Weil's procedure (see [4] for the details): for n ^ 0, the (k— l)-differential
forms

cöf(x) (—l)l_1 (Dtf)~1 dxy a a dxt a a dxk,

induce a gauge form co„ on the affine variety /_1(n). Since we are in a local
field, con induces a positive measure | co„ | on /_1(n) such that for every
continuous function cp on Kk with compact support not containing zero
we have

(2.1) cp(x)dx
Kk

(plcoj )dn.
f ~ 1(n)

The representation mass of n e K* by / with respect to <\> is then defined as

*"(«) <l> I I
•

This function is continuous and after (2.1) it is easy to prove that F^
is integrable and its Fourier transform coincides with the Gauss-Weil
transform :

c[)(x) < /(x), m> dx
Kk

F^(n) <n,m> dn

Let now n0 e K* and let U be any open neighbourhood of n0. From (2.1)
it is also easy to justify that:

§(x)dx —

f~Hv)
F^n)dn.

Since F^ is continuous and K is locally compact, we have also :

F^{n0) lim
U^{n0} \J

F$(n)dn / dn UX)

thus Fa on K*.
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§ 3. Local representation masses and Qp-equivalence
OF FORMS

There is a formula due to Minkowski (cf. [9]) for 0(u, /, pl) if t is

large enough, in which appear the well-known pair of invariants determining
the Qp-equivalence class of /. As a consequence of this formula (cf.

Proposition 3.2), we shall obtain a characterization of Qp-equivalence of forms

through local representation masses.

Let s > 1 be an integer and Xs {m g Qp | — vp(m) > s}. For any
integral p-adic quadratic form / we define the functions :

rs( ,/,Zp) p-ô(/)/2(r( ?/?Zp)_p(l-/c)M j

es( ,/, Qp) p-6(/)/20( ,/,Q,).lZs,
where 5(/) pp(det /).

The reader may check that the function defined on Q^\{0} by

A _ r,-ô(/)/2 A
_ (l-k)s K/(X)> / x

is integrable over Qp and that rs r^s, 0S 0^, so that these functions
follow the general pattern mentioned in the introduction. Note that <j)s

is not a Schwartz-Bruhat function.

Proposition 3.1. rseL1{Zp) and 0s(m) rs (n) < m, n > dn.

Proof. rs is integrable since r and r(mod ps) are integrable. To prove the
second assertion, by Proposition 2.2 we need only to compute

r>,/,ps) « r(n, /, ps) <m,n> dn

Let m p tu, ueZp, p J( u, t ^ 0. Let max {s, t). On each class

a + pt0Zp, the integrand is constant and we have

r{m,f, ps) p~'°E f, ps) exp
aeZ/ptoZ

If t ^ s we have directly :

r{m, f, ps) Q(uf~<,/, ps) 9(m, /, Qp).
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If t > s the sum is equal to

p~x Yu r(ao> /> Ps) exp(27um<z0p~') Y Qxp(2niups~t)b 0.
a0eZ/psZ beZ/pt~sZ

In order to simplify Minkowski's formula for the theta-values, we will
make use of the invariant \_f~\p of a p-adic quadratic form introduced by

Conway [2], Let ak be the last invariant factor of / and let s0(f) vp(2pak).

Proposition 3.2. Let f be a non singular p-adic integral quadratic
form in k variables. For all t ^ s0(f) and u e Z* we have:

Q(u, f, p>)

k>+&

[/], (jj\ if

0(m, f,2')2(8+k(,+ 1))/2 exp(2ra/c/8) [/]2 C3 (Tj [«]* (u, det/)2,

if p

Here 8 8(f), d„ p~h det / and (a, b)p denotes Hilbert's symbol.

Proof. Since 0(i/, /, p') 0(1, uf, px), it is easy to reduce" the claims
to the case u 1. Assume first p > 2. Let v v± vr, w w1 wk_r, where

f ~ _L <pSivt> _L <ptjwj>

over Zp, with st odd, tj even, vi9WjeZ* for all ij. Let t > max {s^tj};
i, i

by Prop. 1.1 we have

-J if t even

0(1,/,p<) p^+mf2
' w

\P
ekp r — if t odd

Since \_f~\p — ep ^~j, we get the desired formula.

We deal now with the case p 2. Assume that, over Z2,

/ ~ ± <2SiHf> 1 <2tjvi>

where Ht is 2-dimensional improperly primitive and Vj e Zf. Let

u= 1 <Hi> ,U' 1<Hi> 1 <„ > 1 <„.>
even ' t.odd

< '
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Let d, d', v, v' denote the respective determinants of U, U\ V and V. By
Proposition 1.1 we have for all t > 1 + max {s£,

Uj

0(1,/, 2')2(6+i:(t+1,1/2 exp (2raw/8) (y) '

where w Vj. Let s denote the dimension of U; one can see that
l^j^k-2r

m2 ^ (-if2,[2 U12 (-i)«2"*»

Let m be the number of vfs in V congruent to 3 (mod 4), and let

n1,n3,n5, n7 be the respective number of vfs in V congruent to 1, 3, 5

or 7 (mod 8); we have

i^ni +"3 + + ^ny

Summing up these expressions the result follows. Q

Whereas Zp-equivalence of forms is determined by all functions
r( /> ^ 1 (Theorem 1.2), or equivalently by its limit value r( /, Zp)
(Theorem 2.3), we prove in the next theorem that Qp-equivalent forms are
characterized by having the same differences rs( /, Zp) between these two
functions, for s sufficiently large.

Theorem 3.3. Let /, g be non singular integral p-adic quadratic forms in
k variables. Suppose that s ^ max (s0(f), s0(#)). Then the following conditions

are equivalent:

i) / - g over Qp,

ii) rs( ,/, Zp) rs( g, Zp),

iii) 0S( /, QP) 0s( > QP) •

Proof For any integer t ^ 1 we consider the difference

Ar(n, /, pl) : pd-*)(«+D pt+1) — r(n, /, p').

It is clear from the definitions that

rs(n, f, Zp) p"5</>/2 £ Ar(n, /, p') •

t^S

If / and g are Q^-equivalent, then Proposition 3.2 implies that

p-5(/)/20(^ p() p-mi2Q^ pt) >
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for all u e Z*, t ^ 5. Let ne Zp, since

X p~lQ(u, /, p') exp( — Ininup'1) r(n, /, pf) — pfc_1r(n, /, p1 x)

Ue(Z/ptZ)*

p(k~1]tAr(n, /, p'-1),

we see at once that i) => ii). By Proposition 3.1, ii) => iii).
Assume now condition iii). Let t s, s + 1 and let ue Z*; from the

equality Qs(up~t, f, Qp) 6s(up~{, g, Qp) it follows, using Proposition 3.2,

fà0{f)\ d0{g)\
that \_g\ and —J • Since the forms / anci ^ have the

same discriminant and Conway invariant, they are equivalent over Qp.

Next we devote a few lines to R-equivalence. We identify R with its

topological dual by defining <n,m> Xoo(A m) '• exp( — Ininm), for all

n, m e R. We denote by dn9 dx the Lebesgue measure on R and Rfc,

respectively.
Let / be a non-singular real quadratic form in k variables with signature

(,l,k — l). Let A be the matrix of / and let C be any matrix satisfying:

CTAC D D
I, 0

o 71

P : (CCT) 1 is called a majorant of /. Since P is positive definite, the
function

I det / 11/2 exp —7i(xrPx))

is a Schwartz function on Rfe. On R* we define the functions

r(n, /, R) lim
U-{n} \J

Qnfädx/Vol U
f~HU)

e(m, /, R) -
Rk

^ooW </W, m> dx

We have seen at the end of Section 2 that r( /, R) is a continuous
function on R*, integrable on R and that 0( /, R) is its Fourier transform.
These functions do not depend on the chosen matrix C; they depend only
on the signature of /. In fact, since | det C | | det / |~ 1/2> if we make the
change of variables x Cy we obtain :

r(n, /, R) lim
U^{n}

exp(-7T(j >Ty))dy/dn
d~HU) J
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for all n g R*, where we have denoted by d the quadratic form
d(x) xTDx. It is also easy to check that for all m g R we have

0(m, /, R)
Rk

exp — n(yTy) + 2nmi (yTDy)) dy

exp — ny2{l — 2im)) dyexp — 7ty2(l + 2im)) dy

(1 + 2zm)s/2(l — 2im)(fc-s)/2

The following result is now clear :

Theorem 3.4. Let /, g be non-singular real quadratic forms in
k variables. The following conditions are eguivalent.

i) f ~ g over R,
ii) r( /, R) « r( g, R) 5

iii) 0( /, R) 0( ,g, R).

§4. Adelic representation masses

Let A be the ring of adeles over Q. We identify A with its topological
dual by defining <n, m>, where % is Tate's character

X(a) Xjaj FI XP(ap) >

P

for any a (ap) e A. Let dn be the restricted product measure of the local

measures used in the preceding sections. As is well-known, dn is also a

selfdual measure. Let dx be the Haar measure on Ak naturally induced

by dn.

A non-singular integral adelic quadratic form f in k variables with unit
determinant can be identified to a collection (fp) of non-singular integral
p-adic quadratic forms in k variables such that p det fp, for almost all p.

Let ® be the Schwartz-Bruhat function on Ak defined by

$ ^cx) • n i(zP)k •

p

Let A0 : Rx Zp. We consider
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r®(w, /, A) : lim
£/-(») VJ

<!>(x)dx/ J dn

/-Ht/)
k^oo foo r) • n r(nP> fp> zp) '

the limit being well-defined whenever the infinite product on the right is

absolutely convergent. Applying Siegel's explicit formulas for r(np,fp,Zp)
([13, Hilfsatz 16]), it is easy to check that the product is absolutely

convergent for all ne A0 if k ^ 5. Since r( fm, R) g L1ÇR) and Y[ Zp
p

compact, r$ is an everywhere defined continuous function on A, with support

contained in A0, and integrable on A. On the other hand, clearly <D g L1(Afc)

and we have

!>(m, /, A) : $0) </M> m> dx /^, R) f] ö(mp, /p, Qp
Ak

Note that the infinite product is always well-defined since only a finite
number of factors are different from 1.

We recall that given two integral adelic quadratic forms in k variables

it is said that they belong to the same genus if /œ ~ over R and

fP ~ 9p over Zp for all p. We say that they are of the same 2-type if
f2 and g2 are of the same type over Z2.

Theorem 4.1. Let /, g be two non-singular integral adelic quadratic
forms in k ^ 5 variables with unit determinant. Assume that they are of the

same 2-type. Then the following conditions are equivalent :

i) gen / - gen g

ü) r0( /, A) r0( g, A),

iii) 0O( /, A) eo( g, A).

Proo/ Two forms in the same genus have the same local integral
representation masses, hence i) => ii). Since 0^ is just the Fourier transform
of r0, ii) iii). Now condition iii) is equivalent to 0( fm, R) 0( g O0, R)
and 0( fp, Qp) 0( ,gp, Qp) for all p; therefore by Theorems 2.3 and 3.4,

iii) i).

We deal now with A-equivalence of forms. If / and g are two non-
singular quadratic forms defined over Q, we have by the Minkowski-Hasse
theorem that f ~ g over Q if and only if f ~ g over A. Thus Theorem 4.2
below can be also considered as a characterization of Q-equivalence in terms
of representation masses.
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For every finite set S of primes and for every integer s ^ 1 we consider
the following function defined on A :

rs>, /, A) r(nx,,R).f] fp, Zp). f] f„ Zp).
peS p$S

As before, rS s
is well-defined, continuous and integrable if k ^ 5. The

corresponding function 0S s /, A) will be well-defined and continuous for
all k ^ 1, being the Fourier transform of the former.

Since f ~ g over A is equivalent to fp ~ gp over Qp for all p including
p oo, and fp ~ gp over Zp for almost all p, we get from Theorem 2.3,

3.3 and 3.4 the following:

Theorem 4.2. Let /, g be two non-singular integral adelic quadratic
forms in k ^ 5 variables. Let S {p ; p | det fp det gp} and let

s ^ max (s0(/), 50(öf)). T/zen the following conditions are equivalent:

i) f ~ g over A,
ü) rStS( ,/, A) rSjS( g, A),

hi) eSiS(,/,A) eSfS{,0,A).

Note that we could have also expressed these functions as rs>5 — ros,s,

0s,s öos where s e L1(Afc) is defined as:

®s,s n - n i(zP)k •

peS p$S

§ 5. Representation masses in Z

Let (V, q) be a regular quadratic space over Q of dimension k, and
let G be the proper orthogonal group of this space. The adele group
G(A) operates in the set of lattices L of V ; by definition the orbit of L
under this action is called the genus of L. The orbit of L under the

subgroup G(Q) of G(A) is the class of L.

If L Zet © © Zek is a lattice of V, the formula

f(xL,...,xk) <sr(x1e1 + + ;c

stablishes a one to one correspondence between the set of classes of lattices
of (V, q) and the set of classes, over Z, of quadratic forms which are

Q-equivalent to q.
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For any n e Q*, a representation of n by L is a couple (x, L) such

that x g L and g(x) n. Since the groups G(Q), G(A) operate on the set

of such representations, one can group them in classes and genera,

respectively.
For each xeg-1(n), the stabilizer of G at x can be identified with the

orthogonal group of the quadratic form induced by q on <x>1. By
Witt's theorem, the action of G(Q) on is transitive. Suppose that

g_1(n)nL/ 0 and fix x0 e q~1(n) n L. Let us choose gauge forms co

on G and coXo on gXo. If a g G(Q) and x ax0, we consider on gx ogXoa
1

the gauge forms cox obtained from ooVo by pull back. Let p^, pp,p;
fix, oo 5 fix, p j fix be the respective local measures and Tamagawa measure
induced by these gauge forms on G and gx. The homogeneous space G/gx

can be identified with g-1(n) and there exists a unique gauge form co'

on q~1(n) such that if p'^, p^, p' denote the local measures and Tamagawa
measure induced by co', then p px p' (cf. [18]).

The representation mass of n by (x, L) is defined in [6] as :

r(n, (x, L)) |ix. c0(3x(R)/3x(Q)nGL),

where GL is the stabilizer of the lattice L in G(Q). By the above normalization
of gauge forms, this definition depends only of the class of (x, L). Thus,
one can define the representation mass of n by L as

r(n, L)Z (*> L)) >

x

x running over a system of representatives of the classes (x, L) with fixed L.
Let L1,be a system of representatives of the classes in the genus

of L and let G,: GL..The mass of the genus of L is defined as

m(genL) £ pœ(G(R)/G;),
i 1

and the representation mass of n by the genus of L as

h

r(n, gen L) ra(genL)-1 £ r(n, Lf).
t l

If <2 is definite and k ^ 3 or if is indefinite and k ^ 4, the Tamagawa
number of G and is 2. From this fact it can be deduced (cf. [17]) that

r(n,genL) [\ \i'p(l~ l(n)nLp),
P

where Lp is the localization of L at p.
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From now on we shall assume that / is a Z-integral quadratic form

positive definite in k ^ 3 variables or indefinite in k ^ 4 variables.

Let L Zk. By normalizing co or coXo, we can assume that

WP{f~\n)nZk^

Therefore, we obtain Siegel's formula :

(4.1) r(n,genZk) f] r{n,
P

The number on the left of (4.1) admits a quite natural interpretation in
the definite case, due to the fact that the set f~1(n) n Zfe, the group Gzk, and
the three volumes which appear in the formula

M<5(R)) Hx, »(fc(R)) • H'co(/_1(»))

are all finite. In fact, defining r(n, f) # (f~1(n)nZk), o(f) #Gzk, and

denoting by fx,..., fh a complete system of representatives of the classes of
forms in the genus of /, from the above considerations it is not hard to
deduce the following set of formulas in the definite case :

r(nZk)-^(G(R)) r(n'f)(' )_^(rvrT)'
m(genZk) n00(G(R)) E o(/i)_1,

i 1

r{n, gen Zk) n'œ (f~^n))~1 E r(n, f x)/( E "x).
1=1 1=1

Moreover, the factor (/_1(n)) is, by definition, equal to the function

F^(n, /, R) for O 1 (see the end of Section 2). Hence, we have

nU/'H«)) lim (vol(/_1((7))/vol
U^{n}

We recover in this way Siegel's real density of representations [13], which
has the well-known value :

p'oo (r\n)) ^2r(k/2y1(dQtfr1,2nkl2-1

if n > 0 (if n < 0 is (f~\n)) 0).

In order to be coherent with the classical notation, we define the

integral representation masses r(n, /), r(n, gen /) in a different way, according /
to be definite or indefinite.
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r{n, /) : «

r(n, gen /) :

# (/ 1(n)nZfe) if / definite

r(n, Zk) if / indefinite

r(n, gen Z* p / (/ " \n)) if / definite

r(n, genZfc) if /indefinite.

Let us denote, moreover, ji(f) (G(R)/GZk).

It is a well-known fact that, in the indefinite case, and for all n e Z\{0}

r(n, gen/) ji(/)_1r(tt,/),

since the average representation mass in a spinor genus coincides with
r(n, gen /), but for k ^ 4 there is only one class in each spinor genus.

Summing up all this considerations we can rewrite Siegel's formula in

r(n,gen/) |i'œ (f'^nj). [] f, Zp)
P

if / is definite,

r(n,f)n(/). n f, Zp),
P

otherwise.

We can now reproduce partially the outline of the preceding sections.

Considering r( /), r( gen /) as functions defined on Z, we can define
theta series by taking the formal Fourier transform:

Ö(z,/) y An,f)exp(ranz),
«^0

9(z, gen f)«Z r(", §en /) exP ("z) ;

and zeta functions by taking formal Mellin transforms :

C(s,/) E An,f)n~s,
n> 0

Ç(s, gen /) E r(n, gen
n> 0

Both functions have been largely investigated. We recall next their more
relevant properties for our purposes (cf. [13], [14], [15], [12], [10]). If /
is definite, 0(z, /) is a modular form of weight 2, with character, with
respect to a congruence group ro(JV). It satisfies the functional equation

(5.1) 0(z, /) (det /)" 1/2( — iz)~t/20( — 1/z, /#),
where /# denotes the quadratic form associated to the dual lattice of Zk
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in Rk with respect to /. And 0(z, gen /) is an Eisenstein series for the same

group.
The Dirichlet series defining Ç(s, /) converges, both in the definite and

in the indefinite case, for Re 5 > k/2. It has a meromorphic continuation to
the whole plane with a simple pole at s k/2 (and possibly at s 1,

if / is indefinite) and it satisfies a functional equation involving Ç(s> /)
and Ç(/c/2 — s, /_1). Clearly the zeta function Ç( gen/) has the same

properties.
In the indefinite case, the residue at s k/2 of these zeta functions

is given by :

(5.2) K(s,/)]ft/2 2pfc|det/|*'2n(/),

(5.3) K(5,gen f)]m2Pi | det / | *2

where

P* : Ï r(//2)7u-"2
j= i

Theorem 5.1. Let /, g be two non singular Z-integral quadratic forms.
Suppose that f ~ g over R and that they are of the same 2-type if
k ^ 5. Then the following conditions are equivalent :

i) gen / gen g

ii) r( gen /) r( gen g),

iii) Ç( gen /) Ç( gen g).

Proo/ It is clear from the definitions that i) => ii) => iii). Assume that iii)
is satisfied and let us show first that it must be det / det g. In the

indefinite case, this is a direct consequence of (5.3) and the fact that

f ~ g over R. In the definite case, and since iii) is equivalent to the equality
0( gen /) 0( gen g\ by (5.1) we have

(det/)"1/2 0( gen/#) (detg)~1/2 0( ,gen##).

Since /#, g
# are two definite quadratic forms we have

lim 0(i£, gen ß) lim 0(i£, geng^) 1

t->-oo r->oo

hence det/ det# and, moreover, (/-1(n)) [i'x(g~ 1(n)).

By Siegel's formula, we see that condition iii) implies, in both cases, that

Y\r(n, /, Zp) Y[r(n,g, Zp)
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for all n ^ 0. Let now S be any finite set of primes including those p

dividing 2 det /. Assume n e Z\{0}. If p $ S we have by [13, Hilfsatz 16] that

r(n, /, Zp) r(n, g, Zp) / 0

Therefore, by [13, Hilfsatz 25] we have:

Y\ r(n, /, Zp) fi r(n> Zp) •

peS peS

Let Zs J] Zp • ßy the Chinese remainder theorem we get the equality of
peS

functions over Zs :

11 H • /- Zp) J! Zp).
peS peS

Since

noK,/,zp) n
peS

r{np, f, Zp) <np,mp> dnp

(FI r(nP>f>Zr) <np> mP>)(®
Zs PeS peS

(II r(np> /> Zp)) <ns,ms>
Zs PeS

where ns, ms, dns have their natural meanings, we see that condition iii)
implies

n 9( > /, Qp) n 0( QP) •

peS peS

Taking into account that d(Zp, f, Qp) 1, we get that 9( /, Qp)
0( g, Qp), for all p e S. Thus, by applying Theorem 2.3 we get that

/ ~ g over Zp, for all p.

We have proved that the representation mass function r( gen /)
determines the genus of / under certain conditions on the oo-type and the

2-type of /. The following examples of forms /, g such that r( gen /)
r( gen g) but not belonging to the same genus, show that none of these

conditions can be dropped (cf. also [5]).

Examples. We consider I _L <1>, J _L <—1>. Let
i^;^4 i^i^4

/ I L I _L J and g I _L J _L J. These two forms satisfy f ~ g over Zp
for all p, but they are not R-equivalent. Let / <1, 1,2,4,4>,
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g <1, 2,2,2, 4> or / <-1, 1,2,4,4> and g < -1, 2, 2, 2, 4>. In
both cases / and g are R-equivalent and satisfy r( gen /) r( gen g\
but they are not Z2-equivalent.

In the following theorem we show that, both in the definite and in the
indefinite case, two quadratic forms with the same representation numbers
must belong to the same genus. In the low dimensional cases (k — 2 or
k 3, indefinite) an analogous result can also be stated. If k 3 and the
forms are indefinite, the proof requires a finer study of their representation
masses (cf. [11]). If k 2 much more is true, since two Z-integral quadratic
forms with the same 2-type which represent the same set of integers belong
already to the same genus.

Theorem 5.2. Let /, g be two non-singular Z-integral quadratic forms
in k variables. Suppose that f ~ g over R and that f and g

are of the same 2-type if k ^ 5. Then r( /) r( g) implies that f
and g belong to the same genus.

Proof k ^ 3, / definite. By hypothesis we have 0( /) 9( g) as

functions on the upper half-plane. As is well-known, 0( /) — 0( gen /)
is a cusp form. Thus 9( gen /) — 9( gen g\ being both a cusp form and an
Eisenstein series, must be zero. Applying Theorem 5.1 we have that

gen / - gen g.

k ^ 4, / indefinite. Since r( gen /) p(/)~M /), we need only to show

that p(f) jfig) and apply Theorem 5.1. By hypothesis Ç( ,/) Ç( ,g);
from the residue formula (5.2) we get

(5.4) I det fI "1/2 n(/) I det 1/2 ^(sO •

There is an explicit relation between p(/) and the volume V(f) of the

majorante space [16, p. 110] which, together with the fact V(f) V(f~x)
furnishes the relation

pif'1) I det f \k+1 p(f).

Now, from the functional equation of the zeta function [14], it is easily
deduced that p(f~1) p(g~% hence

I det/ l^1 \i(f)I |t+1 |%).

This together with (5.4) implies | det / | \detg\ and |i(/) \y(g).
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